America’s Time Study Guide
Best Years
What was the attitude of most Americans right after World War II?
Who spoke at Fulton Missouri in March of 1946?
What important statement did he make
What countries were trapped behind the Iron Curtin?
Who was the leader of the Soviet Union?
How did most Americans believe the problems in Europe were effecting them?
What was the job situation for returning veterans right after World War II?
What was the GI Bill of Rights?
Name two things the Bill of Rights did.
The American economy expanded dramatically in the late 40’s and early 50”s. What caused this
expansion?
How were wages and productivity in the late 40”s?
What new method for building homes was developed in the late 40’s?
What were these new housing areas called?
Who was the first African American baseball player to play in the major leagues?
From 46’ to 52’ 45 million people were added to the population. What was this event called?
What was the major role that women played in American society in the late 40’s and 50’s?
What did African Americans face when they returned from World War II?
Who sent the first civil rights message to congress?
Explain how segregation in the armed forces was ended in 1948.
What was the difference between the way the U.S. and Russia treated the countries of Europe
after WWII?
What were the conditions in Europe after WWII?
What was the Marshall Plan?
How was Germany divided after WWII?
Where was the city of Berlin located – why is that important?

What was the Berlin Airlift and why was it necessary?
What happened in China in 1949?
How did the Korean War start?
What was the conflict between McArthur and Truman over the Korean war?
What did Truman do to McArthur?
Why was Korea a “new kind of war?”
How did Americans respond to the Korean War and the veterans?
What was the “Red Menace” in America
Who were the Rosenbergs?
How did Americans at home respond when the Soviet Union got the Atomic Bomb?
Why did the House UnAmerican Activities Committee investigate Hollywood actors and writers?
Who was Senator Joseph McCarthy?
What did Senator Joseph McCarthy claim?
What World War Two General ran for president in 1952?
What role did television play in American lives in the early 50’s?
Who first used television in political campaigning?
What was the “checkers speech” all about?

